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Top Questions

"We live in the world
our questions create."

David Cooperrider

Think about different ways you

could answer them.

Keep track of the top questions your

target market asks about your company.
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Help Customers

"Your most unhappy
customers are your
greatest source of

learning."

Bill Gates

Create content that answers

their questions.

What have your customers needed help

with in the past?
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Visual Content

"Our job is not to
create content. Our
job is to change the
world of the people

who consume it."

Andrea Fryrear

Plan to take some photos or

videos to create visual content

and show a different side to

your business.

Do you have any events scheduled?
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Reinforce Benefits

"The secret to
building great

products is not
creating awesome

features, it’s to make
users awesome."

Jay Abraham

Create content in different

media formats to reinforce

those benefits.

What are the benefits of your product or

service?
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Industry Players

"If you’re not putting
relevant content in
relevant places, you

don’t exist."

Gary Vaynerchuk

Create content using quotes

from people your customer

will recognize.

Who are the big players in your

industry?
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Competitive Advantage

"Good content is not
storytelling. It’s

telling your story
well."

MarketingProfs

Try a new format for showing

people the differences, such as

video or audio.

What makes you different from your

competition?
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The Most Liked

"The only way to win
at content marketing

is for the reader to
say, ‘This was written
specifically for me."

Jamie Turner

Give it to them… and more.

What have your readers liked most in

the past?
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Emotional Responses

"95% of Purchasing
Decisions Are
Subconscious."

Harvard Professor
Gerald Zaltman

Try to encourage emotional

responses to your content.

How can you relate to your customer on

an emotional level? What has evoked

emotional reactions in the past?
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Address Objections

"An objection is not a
rejection; it is simply

a request for more
information."

Bo Bennett

Create content that addresses

those objections.

What’s stopping your ideal customer

from using your product or service?
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Confusion to Clarity

"When the meaning is
unclear there is no

meaning."

Marty Rubin

Create a step-by-step article or

infographic to makes things a

little clearer.

What is there about your business that

can be a little confusing?
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Incorporate Strengths

"My greatest
strength as a

consultant is to be
ignorant and ask a

few questions."

Peter Drucker

Try to incorporate some of

their strengths into your

content creation.

Which businesses does your customer

look up to?
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Something Different

"Be so good they can’t
ignore you."

Steve Martin

Branch out further and try

something different to see

what kind of response you get.

Which content formats do you currently

utilize?
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Use Social Proof

"Man is a social
being; it’s not

surprising we love
social proofs, it sells

brands fast."

Bernard Kelvin Clive

Give them a chance to give you

feedback and incorporate what

they suggest into your content

to engage them even further.

What does your customer want to say?
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Target Your Market

"There is only one
winning strategy. It
is to carefully define

the target market
and direct a superior

offering to that
target market."

Philip Kotler

Do a little research to find out

where they go online and what

they’re doing… then publish

content there as well.

What is your target market doing?
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Tell Your Story

"The most powerful
person in the world

is the storyteller. The 
storyteller sets the
vision, values, and
agenda of an entire

generation 
that is to come."

Steve Jobs

Incorporate highlights of the

story of your business into

your content to encourage and

inspire people.

What’s your story?
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Engage and Explain

"Stay true to yourself,
engage with your

followers, and ignore
the critics."

Ella Woodward

Create an instructional video

to engage and explain.

Does your customer really know all the

things your product or service is/does?
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Past Mistakes

"There is always
tension between the

possibilities we
aspire to and our

wounded memories
and past mistakes."

Sean Brady

Show them your processes to

avoid them in the future.

What mistakes have your customers

made in the past?
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Customer Perspective

"Focus on the core
problem your

business solves and
put out lots of 

content and
enthusiasm and ideas

about how to solve
that problem."

Laura Fitton

Consider its strengths and

weaknesses from the

perspective of your customer.

What type of content catches your own

eye?
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Repurposing Content

"There are three
objectives for

content marketing:
reach, engagement,
conversion. Define

key metrics for each."

Michael Brenner

Take a top piece of your

content and turn it into several

other formats to make it more

accessible across different

platforms.

How can you repurpose?
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Customer Shoes

"Content marketing
is the gap between

what brands produce
and what consumers

actually want."

Michael Brenner

Your biggest content creation

tool is your ability to put

yourself in your customer's

shoes.

What does your customer actually

want?
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  For More Ideas And Insights

Check Out My Website

FIND OUT MORE

  DaleOdeyemi.com


